Cablofil Wiremesh Cable Tray concept based upon performance, safety and economy; three qualities which make Cablofil Wiremesh Cable Tray system preferred by installers. Cablofil adapts to the most complex configurations, and its structure gives maximum strength for minimum weight. The ease of creating fittings, carried out on site, as well as the wide range of unique and universal accessories gives complete freedom in routing combined with exceptionally fast installation.

- Accommodates AWG 3-14 grounding wires.
- Use one GNDSB every 60' and/or at the end of each cable tray run. If cable tray is used as an Equipment Grounding Conductor, use one on each section of tray for a code compliant installation.
- Works with any size Cablofil tray.
- UL Listed, CSA Approved.

The below "View Specifications Chart" highlights all sizes and finishes available.

CONSTRUCTION INFORMATION

Material 1: Steel
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